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Transport & Movement Rural Character & Context

Where practicable e.g.
adjacent to Brurnside

Road, utilise
transmission easement

for water quality and
detention assets.

•

Group 1: 

Group 2:

Group 3:

Group 4:

Group 1: 

Group 2:

Group 3:

Group 4:

Group 1: 

Group 2:

I agree with health
servcie access in the

town centre but also a
need for consultation

for allied health in
community HUBs esp.
for allied healtha nd

family supprot services

Group 4:

Group 1: 

Group 2:

Group 3:

Group 4:

Larger lots are
harder to manage

threat state – less
than 0.2ha is

supported

Front yard
landscaping
guidelines

could you make a
comment re: buffer
areas surrounding
the Transmission
Easement please

Is the new east
west road to be an
arterial road and

eventually declared
by DoT

Location and form of
the proposed arterial

road and particually the
status of it (bypass,

state road etc.) are key
elements that need to

be resolved.

Better to over
supply schools
as it is hard to
retrospectively
indentify sites

Locations of the schools shown on the VPA
plan are not supported,  A) by having all of
the school clustered in the west and near

the AC, there is a lack of 'destination'
community assets in the east and an

unbalanced overall layout.  b) by clustering

areas that will struggle to be commercially
activated and delivered and if co-located

with areas of higher density, then it is
considered that these are unlikely to be

delivered in the medium term due to market
forces.

Emergency services hub
need sot be located close

to Charlton Road/Levy
Road intersection to the

more central to the entire
town.  Current shown

location is too far south
and out of town.

y

Need to ensure that DET's
School Site Selection

Criteria are always followed,
including proximity to

arterial roads, interface with
connector roads, collocation
with community uses such

as kinder.

DET don't generally support
P-12s anymore, but there is
some merit to co-location of

primary and secondary
schools. These likely

wouldn't be provided within
the same parcel.

MACS
supportive of
IWM practices

within its school
site and beyond

Utilise the
transmission

easement where
possible to
incorporate

wetlands and RBs

Need to review extent
of stony rise as what is
shown in the eastern

section of the precinct
doesn' t align with

what is on the ground

Consistency
with Banno
IWM plan

Utilise
Councils Blue-

Green
Infrastructure

Guide

It would be great to
have a third water main
for recycled water for
garden use. Creates a

green environment. Also
available for external

sprinklers.

Council aware cycling is an
activity of interest. Developing a

tracks and trails strategy.
Important to ensure PSP

supports cycle connections into
surrounding area/networks

Who pays for the
arterial road? -
user demand
and technical
assessments,

Creating safe
active

transport
connections
to schools

Active
Transport:

Continuous
path along

creek

Bicycle Network:
The PSP to

support a broader
network, great

tourist opportunity

Cost of the
bridge -

location and
cost? who

pays?

Social and
affordable housing
opportunities along

PT and Active
transport links

Pedestrian links
to schools and

open space
areas and along

the creek.

Bus Network:
Seats and

shelter at bus
stops, curb free

access, bike
storage areas

Potential path
along transport
easement, good
be a good use

of area

Bridge across the
creek may require a
connection over the

railway. The East-West
Arterial will be the

subvject of
investigation moving

forward

Duplication of
burnside road

likely to be
required over

time

Roadsides are an
opportunity to retain large

trees and grassland
patches. These can act as
linear reserves to connect

to larger natural areas, such
as the recreation reserve

and Bruce's Creek.
Facilitates wildlife

movement

Bike
trail connection

to Geelong
Station, Three

trails?

Active transport
links to schools,

recreation
facilities, activity
centres, Bruce's

Creek

Connectivity to the
existing township is
a key consideration,

particularly in the
early phases of
development.

The provision of a perimeter

development to assist in the
provision of defendable

space and the safe
movement of vehicles in a

In addition to the scope
noted on the bridge
locations, there also

needs to be assessment
on the need and nexus

for the number of vehicle
bridges proposed.  Who

ultimately pays?

The existing
township
needs a
bypass

All future roads, and
bridges, to be able

appliance and
vehicles

Council developing a Shire
wide tracks and trails

strategy. About getting out
of Bannockburn. This PSP
looks solid, but how can it
support broad connections
in the regions? Out of the

Shire, to Geelong, etc.

Golden Plains
transport strategy.

October

Need to ensure the
distribution of community

infrastructure and services
are not skewed, and can

effectively service the
eastern portions of the

PSP and the FIA.

THe changes to the arterial network
being implemented by NWGGA will

have a direct impact on the
liveability. Fyansford road is planned

to be shut off and redirected into
the Western growth area, and there

intersections through batesford.
Travel to Geelong and surrounds

detriment of Bannockburn

Irrigated
street trees

What is the
community
corridor?

The cost of crossing the
Bruces Creek will be

substantial. The cost of
the connection must be

front of mind when
considering creek
crossing locations.

Where Burnside Road
crosses the rail

corridor to the south,
what upgrades are
required and who is

responsible?

Active transport
connection along

Levy Rd and
Burnside Rd seems

appropriate

Incorporation of a
Bannockburn arterial
bypass. Currently the

travels through the town.
We should include the
future pathway for the

bypass.

dog park
incorporated

into the
transmissions

line

Locations where
pedestrians cross roads

in activity centres
(particularly near

schools) should be safe
and prioritise pedestrian

movements.

Path along the
creek and along
the transmission

line

Blue green
infrastructure to

be utilised also as
buffers/interface

treatments

Arterial Road
ownership and
design. DOT or

Council? Likely to
be council at this
stage, unless DoT

has a view

Constructed
waterway for

drainage and water
management but

also amenity

Identify essential
parks to keep green
during drought/heat
for cooling - how do

we water these?

Stormwater
to the

Gheringhap
wetland? 

co-sharing sports
and school

facilities seems to
work

We require additional 
information on these

proposals, the need and
nexus for them.  The areas

proposed do feel to be quite
large in size.  3Ha

community hub, 1Ha Library
2 x 8Ha active open space?

Is there
opportunity for

alternative
schools such as

Montessory?

Co-locate with a
school and

residential areas
for school
catchment

Maintain
stoney rises

viewlines as a
landscape

marker

Opportunity to
incorporate cultural and

biodiversity values
(including grassland

patch and trees) into a
protected open space

that may also offer
recreational value

Rainwater
Tanks
seems

practical

Class C Water Use
and retain water.
Geelong passive

street trees.
Reduce

maintenance.

How much is the buffer
of Bruce creek for

residential & commercial
construction?

Education facilities need to be located

Growth Plan also includes this as a
policy statement. Bruce's Creek is the

Community hubs also fall into same
consideration. Separation such as

managed landscapes and road
interfaces may assists with risk

management, but an overall separation
distance will need to be determined.

There is an overzealous

trees', inconsistent with the
arborist info.

Whilst they're indicative only,
there are too many basins
shown, some which will be

clearly not required.

Assume we
need to manage

Bruces Creek
corridor?

Council committed
to sustainability in

main streets of
passive street tree

concept.

Recycled Water is
Class C so there are
real challenges for

its application which
will prevent it being

widely used

retention of as many
trees as possible

regardless of their
conservation value or
if they are indigenous

Class A recycled
water via dual

pipe is not
possible here

Council has a
real desire to

have a
substantial tree
canopy target

Stormwater plan needs
to be adaptable to be

able to accommodate a
regional system in the
future while irrigating

locally in the short term

support this
concept

What is the
thinking and
vision on the

community spine
boulevard?

No surprises
– doing things
upfront is the
best policy. 

Are the dwelling density
targets within the town

centre walkable
catchment able to be
met if land within the

catchment is being taken
up by community

facilities, schools etc.?

Need to be
mindful of
trees and
increased

Critical and
High value
trees to be
retained.

2 Sewer pump
stations in precinct.
Location of these

pump stations
(2000m2) each needs

to be considered in
the FUS

The scale of the 'cultural

area in the south-west
corner of the precinct (on
Bruce Creek) appears to

correlate with topography
only. This should be

considered in detail prior to
locking in.

Please provide the
direction of the

development in the
area with its timeframe.

Health hub in
or adjacent to

the activity
centre.

Bruce Creek catchment
cant be commanded by the

2 main sewer pump
stations so will need

multiple smaller PS's. This
dependant on set back

cfa - anything over 20%

- and would require
further buffer.

Separation distances.
accordance with AS

3959:2018

Could the
ambulance station
be located in the

500m buffer of the
chicken hatchery?

Healthcare makes sense
nearer to the town

centre or in proximity to
it. Possibly one side of

the street could have the
town centre and the

other side community
uses.

Use of
drystone
walls in

entrances

Council
happy to work
with VPA on

this issue

retaining large,
healthy trees in

roadsides,
reserves, lots

where possible

Use of
verandahs

BW - Services are
not designed for

Hesitant to have
this references as

Care needs to be given
to what large footprint
assets (schools open

space etc.) are located
within the 400m

catchment of the activity
centre.

Community
centre with kinder

should be co-
located with state

primary school.

cfa - increase in
vegetation in

Bruce's creek will

risk and buffer

Sports facilities can
be co-located with
schools but need

community access
not fences

Discussions on the
potential

emergency
services hub to

continue between
CFA and VPA

The Tree Canopy
Target and tree
specie selection

must consider the
potential Bush Fire

Densities need to be
bespoke to Bannockburn
considering its role and
function in the broader

region and existing
character. Higher densities

near the town centre
(central to the site) makes

sense

30 dwellings/ha within
walkable catchment is fairly

ambitious - this is likely to take
the form of front loaded

townhouses and apartments.
Can this be achieved while
also achieving other targets

such as the 30% canopy
cover, solar access.

low-density
housing along
Bruce's Creek

buffer and
ESO

Potential to provide for 'tradie lots'
under the power easement and on

the interface of the precinct with
rural areas.  The lots provide for

large sheds at the rear with a
laneway behind.  

Barwon Water
would consider

allowing this PSP to
mandate the

installation of smart
water meters

Street trees

Use of
weatherboard

A 30m setback from the
ridgeline should not be a

mandatory approach.
There are different

topographical conditions
depending upon where

along the creek frontage. 

Passive
surveilance on

boundary roads
around open

spaces, orient lots
so there are house

frontages

Need to consider that
this precinct will be

evolving over a number
of years - there is

potential for housing
market and needs to

evolve.

Boundary roads
along/ around
open space.

Dwellings to front
open space

Considerable additional
information and discussion
needs to be had on what

social and affordable
housing looks like and is

delivered.  We would
suggest a stand alone

forum for this.

EPA uses

Is the proposed size
of the activity centre

adequate for the
proposed growth

taking place?

All available
sustainable measures
should be provided for

this area wherever
possible.  This should

be an innovative
project

Support tree cover in the developed
case, however cautious on mandating

a set % without detail to ensure it is
achievable in practise.  Retention of

the tree rows (cypress and sugar gum)
is generally not supported  due to

existing poor and or declining health
(Cypress canker) and the implications

of 'straight rows' retention has on
precinct layout.

The interface with the southern
boundary whilst is a rural interface there
is a railway and a proposed blue/green

corridor which would serve as a
transition between rural and urban. No

need to have a large lot interface as this
tends to be a poor outcome

The heritage structure
located in 430 Burnside

structural damage and will
be challenging to retain.

There seem  to be a
lot of wetlands /
retarding basins

all required? 

Given Bannockburn is such a hot
and dry location in summer there

should be cooling elements
throughout the site to provide the
relief that water provides during

summer.  In wet weather,
Bannockburn does have a lot of

water sitting around and this is part
of its character.

Support IWM not
put rainwater tanks
and storm water. in

principles great.

Stony Rises
patch could be

passed to
Wadawurrung

to manage

What is a 'rural
landscape interface'?

Will additional
vegetation clash with

Maintain river
water.

Separate grey
water. 

Less reliance
on major

infrastructure
and local

infrastructure.

interface.  In some sections there is a clear

at the top, in other areas, there is little or no

interface type is therefore inappropriate.  where
there are areas of low topographical delineation

coinciding with low heritage and ecological
value, development should be encouraged to

interact more closely with the waterway

buffer may be required to meet the above
requirements.

local water
generation

Open space
with active
frontage

Maintainance
of rainwater

tanks not
done well.

30% tree coverage is a
good aspiration however it

needs to balanced with
housing density and the

impacts of additional
crossovers on streetscapes

which limit tree planting
opportunities.  

Retaining as many
trees as possible
regardless of ther

ecologocal value to
help retain
character

Provide
active

frontages

At scale and
precinct scale

and growth
area scale.

The Plains can also be
windy - the wind breaks
may be important from a

protective weather
persepctive also.  Climate
change may increase the
wind factors across the

plains and make 

We need to stop using the
word "broiler" when referring
to the chicken farm. They are

different. All references to
"broiler" should be removed.

All spaces particularly public spaces
should where possible be utilised for

multiple purposes.  I.e. waterway corridor,

for open space nodes, and water quality
treatment assets.  By utilising encumbered

areas for more than one purpose, the
overall whole of life cost is reduced and a
more sustainable and cohesive community

can be delivered.

New EPA
guidelines to

look at reducing

water quality.

Clarify extent -
seems larger
than actual
stony rise

Needs to be
bounded
properly,

managed by
Traditional

Owners

Vegetation retention is
important to provide a link
to rural character and the
history of the area.  This
should be considered as
creditable open space if

trees have landscape value
rather than ecological

value. 

stormwater
quantity also
risks erosion.
compounded

with potential of
sodic soils.

Utilising / co-
locating with

waterway links,
utilise electrical

easement where
practicable.

Move
environmental

Merribool River.

Educational
opportunity -
signposted,

understood by
community

Could / should be
managed by

Wadawurrung

The existing Bannockburn town
has the Wabdallah Reserve which
is a strong character feature of the
town providing access to a natural

bush environment within a
residential environment.  There is
also the Arborotum.  These could

be included in this preincint to
carry the character through.

PSP guidelines passive
street trees 30% low set

base no scrubs growing on
canopy trees. Assessment

setback and understand
fuel loads.

risk (needs to burnt
to be managed)

Consideration
of integrating

affordable
housing with
retail, health

What community infrastructure
will remain in the current town
centre, if emergency services,

library are moved out and
health services are located in

growth area? Preferably
upgraded uses should

prioritise location in current
town centre.

Community hubs will need
access to some consultation
rooms such as allied health
providers. There are some

providers that are more suited
to a community hub as

opposed to a facility co-
located with the activity centre.

larger lots
at rural

interface

Reduce
driveway

cross overs to
have tree
canopy. 

Active transport
links to connect

to broad
network

including down
to Geelong

action: may
require detailed

workshop around
canopy coverage.

Heat Island
affect.

Safety: Wider
connecter streets, so
they can facilitate bus

routes, especially
around schools.
Schools to be
serviced by a

connecter road

appropriately
managed with co-

located schools and
community
facilities?

buffer between
shared paths and
roads, such as a

nature strip which
offers shade and

safety

connector roads have
clear sight lines (for

the driver) and is safe
around community
infrastructure, like

schools.

Could recreation
and community
infrastructure be
located on the
same sites as

schools? 

Passive street

water supply.

Stoney Rises 'park' at this location is
supported, however the plan needs to
be informed as a  "indicative location
and extent subject to Cultural Values

Statement prepared by the
Waddawurrung".  The scale of this

park and ongoing maintenance
impacts needs to be better

aforementioned process.

Support the
proposed scale
of retail in the
activity centre

work is lacking,
maybe it should be

expressed in the
environment

section??

Resilience in
Water and

Environment
Theme.

It is important to note that
all the interfaces to this

precinct are different. E.g
South is a railway line,

west is a creek, north east
is larger lots, north west is
conventional residential

Is one of the
active rec

reserves better
being further

west?

^^ 100%
agree

There are problems that arise
from co-location of state and
Catholic schools surrounding

particular. Can be managed if
done thoughtfully, such as
separation distances and

recreation between schools,
adequate design of road

network.

Extent, widths and form of
the constructed waterways

technical input. The
locations and number of
WSUD treatment nodes
needs to be assessed in

more detail.

'tradie lots' or larger
lots adjoining the

transmission easement
which cater for rear

access and alrge
backyards 

Livability for
communities

provide
addressing
urban heat.

Tradie lots – larger lots,
rear lane access, large

sheds etc - can be
along easement

Every single interface is
different and should be
considered differently

Generally

Transport options
in Regional

Victoria, including
Bannockburn

Bridge
Crossing: Two
crossings in

stead of three.

bridge crossing
alignment to take into

account impacts of
construction and

future impacts on the
creek and

surrounding
vegetation.

There is potential that
prioritising

commercial and
community uses in the

current town centre

issues.

Aspirational density targets

character (i.e. VPA Guidelines
may not be as relevant as

Metro. Melb.)

Larger lots
carry the

tree canopy
capacity

Lot orientation for
solar access.

Putting in battery
reserve to store

solar energy.

Consideration on
utilities. For

example
neighbourhood
battery reserves

Co-location of secondary
school and activity

centre, or connection
between these uses with

active transport could
help diffuse school pick
up/drop off between the

uses.

30 Dwellings per hectare
is not sympathetic to the
Bannockburn Character.
Whilst this is included in

the VPA guidelines this is
suited to metro

melbourne

How to prevent over
development with lots
350m2 boundary to

boundary

Dont want development
consistent with Melbourne
centric density targets as

they are not consistent with
Bannocburn character. PSP

prevent over development
and loss of character

Build in
solar 6 star.

May not
achieve
metro

Melbourne
densities

Consideration of
housing design
guidelines? to

support energy

We have some design
guidelines drafted for

Bannnockburn to provide
for good solar access on

lots.  We will provide
these guidelines to the

workshop notes.

There are often joint use
agreements between

schools and recreation
reserves to share

parking/drop off facilities
which can help minimise

VPA density
targets are not
appropriate for

this context

1.5 metre
setback of

houses from
side

boundary

Waterway to
have active
links active
open space
green areas.

design guidelines
which require

houses to have
verandahs and

eaves

Larger lots
are an

opportunity
for greater

tree canopy

Density is
concerning. Not
sympathetic to

the existing
character.

conveyance
and

treatment of
water.

co-locating uses
for IWM. ecology
recreation, active

transport.

Density targets may
be too ambitious for
Bburn - NW Geelong
more appropriate for
that, Bburn character

is larger lots -
differentiate the two

Base of
valley

waterway

Ensure Bannockburn
remains different to the

NWGGA (Geelong)
growth areas.

The big gaps in social housing
provision locally are in 1 and 2

bedroom residences. Key areas for
improvement are enabling aging in
places, making the most of higher

density areas of the precinct to
provide diverse models of housing
such as social housing, potentially
through partnering with community

housing providers.

Bannockburn is a
unique place and

different
Geelong's Growth

Area. 

Need to be explicit
on house character.

If you dont place
requirements on it

you will get bad
outcomes

Would we
keep the

stag when
quite dry.

Concept of green link
under the transmission

lines needs to be
understood in conjunction
with Ausnet requirements

within this area.

preserving trees.
consideration of
credited open

space to protect.

locations, 1 and 2
bedroom shop-top
locations are being

leveraged to provide
for social housing and

services.

Credit open
space

unencumbered.

Ensure
separation 

Schools will require a
separation distance from

the transmission
easement - there is not

currently a stated
distance, will need to
continue discussion

between DET and VPA

Black Forest South
PSP provides a

reasonable approach
to managing egg farm

buffers. See UGZ
Schedule

preference for option B.
Will have to be done at
a latter stage anyway. 

Don’t agree with
excluding area from the

PSP and DCP

Council: infrastructure
in area, and

contributions need to
be included.

LOT Sizes to
protect trees
located on

residential lots
under planning
scheme 52.17

native vegetation

allied health
access in

Community
HUBs

Lot sizes may not be
key contributor to
rural character -

instead character
should be captured in

landscaping
guidelines etc.

I like the idea of chn being able
to walk to community HUB from

school - a direct easy access
that is open and safe  will be

preferred by many families ie. I
will do my shopping and meet
you at the shops as children

gain independence

Option B in relation to the chicken farm
buffer is the preferred approach -

however, land within the buffer should
not be excluded from the PSP or DCP.

There are numerous examples
elsewhere that have been provided to

the VPA.

Primary and secondary with a
community HUB on site will suit
many and allow for community
projects and access programs
that support  inclusive access

options

Additional assessment of
which of the tree rows are

worthy of retention and
which are being effected by

cypress canker or are
inappropriate for retention

in an urban context.

access - footpaths
bus stops etc. esp
to cater for many
families with one

vehicle, non drivers
etc.

Higher density
near community
hubs, with lower

denity at periphery
(except near

investigation area
interface)

co location of
emergency

services near
burnside road

and arterial road

Bridge crossing
- design and

who pays for it?
Critical for

landowners 

acitivity centre
to be open to

the street, with
active frontages

on all sides

Density requirements need to be
balanced with the inherent

character of Bannockburn, the
lifecycle of the development of the

precinct is also likely to lead to
changing market forces.  30 Lots

Ha for other than very small areas is
too high for medium density in the

context of Bannockburn in the short
to medium term, same with 20 lots

Ha for regular density.

Group 3:

Support a park at the location of the
Stoney Rises, however the location
and extent is a "indicative location

and extent subject to Cultural Values
Statement prepared by the

Waddawurrung".  The scale of this
park and ongoing maintenance

impacts needs to be better

aforementioned process.

Need to look at density of
dwellings and where they

will be located - can't
look at this PSP in

isolation, also need to
consider adjoining
precincts as part of
school catchments.

Wider
dwelling
frontages

List of tree
species needed

for precinct –
that is approved

by CFA. 

Ensure density
within walkable

catchment of
activity centre

facilitates housing
diversity

Wider
dwelling
frontages

Connection
through

Douglass Court
to Bann-Sleford
Road via park

Fire but we have
Class C. You would

water upgrades.

The bridge crossing
across Bruces Creek

needs to be more

in the PSP. The
indicated location is

too wide/costly

Note that the east and
west interfaces

future growth areas
and should be treated

differently to the
southern interface.

Bruce’s Creek Shared Path:
rather than a single shared path,

reduce impact on threatened
species along Bruce’s Creek by

having a low impact areas
(e.g. winding walking path) near
to the waterway and high impact

areas at higher elevation (e.g.
bike paths, picnic areas)

Want list of tree
species

approved by
CFA and

character

The arterial road
role and function

must be
determined as part

of the PSP

Consider relocate
some community

infrastructure to the
east part of the PSP.

Will have implications
on transport network.

Good to highlight the
potential co-location of
school with culturally

particularly at stony rise.
Needs to be considered in

tandem with required

distance.

Triangular
wedges of

vegetation to

existing Bburn

MACS: Transport links
including bicycle paths,
pedestrian paths and

bus routes provided to
schools

Wide
avenues

Perimeter road along
the boundary of

Bruces Creek reserve
for connectivity, ease

of reserve

prevention

Support for as many
trees as possible.
Trees number of

suitable to local area
and indigenous.

utilise green
blue

infrastructure
guidelines

Entrance
areas

featuring dry
stone walls

Lower density
housing around
bruce's creek,
ESO and stony

rises open
space area

MACS: Ensure that pedestrian
crossings for schools are

delivered to coincide with school
opening 

Transport and Movement

Distinct
verandas as

a strong
feature

Bridge Crossing
Arterial Road -

and fauna,
especially to the

west of the Creek.

Mirror arboretum
from in

Bannockburn.
Increase

vegetation.

Trees that are
deciduous in the

north allow light in
and provide shade
in the summer time.

Location of hubs may be
dependent on locations

of Bruce's Creek crossing
points - as services will
need to give access to
future residents west of

creek.

'Community Spine'
concept is reasonable
however we want to

ensure that there is key
amenity uses on both
sides of Burnside Rd

List of tree
species for the

site that the CFA
is comfortable

with

diversity of species.
example deciduous
trees provide good

solar access for
winter and block out

summer sun. 

There is potential for
the precinct to provide

a water park or
community use/
gathering space

similar to the current
Bannockburn Heart.

Retaining
trees and

natural
features 

Dry stone
walls

Class B
minimum

required for

Verandahs
Mirror the

Wabdallah Reserve
and Arboretum
style of wedge

within residential
area

Water splash
park

It has often been found that schools
are more practically located at the

edge of and not in the centre of
community hubs. Can allow for

better use of catchment for higher
density houses. Also need to

consider that the typical
demographic of the higher density

areas may not be families that would
have children walking to the school.

Mix of tree
species

indigenous
and

introduced

Utilizes rear
access

rear lot access. i.e
townhouses, small

lot housing can
encourage greater

setbacks and space
for street trees

Design of
open spaces

and
community

facilities

Potential for
community

orchard under
the power
easement

make a call. Does it want the
East-West arterial road to serve

as an bypass road, and get
trucks out of the township and

a connection onto Midlands
Hwy…or, just to serve the

growth area. 

Arterial road serve a
purpose as a bypass for

Bannockburn? Or just
service the growth areas.

This will change the
design of the road and
impact on environment

Homes Victoria are supportive
of setting a target for social
and/or affordable housing in
the precinct through the PSP.
Need to ensure that we get

suitable density and housing
diversity within the walkable

catchment to meet or beat the
target.

council - monteray
cypruss. some are
defective however

removal should
require a tree
replacement.

Public open space should
be multi use/multi

and treatment assets
should also be open to

community for use,
support biodiversity 

Sugar gum
rose retain

planting

Potential to co-
locate affordable
housing for low-

moderate income
households with
community uses.

where higher density housing
is in closer proximity to

Bruce's creek reserve and
open spaces, ensure a buffer

exists to avoid lots directly
backing onto these areas as

there can be issues with
rubbish dumping and further

negative impacts to
environment

Grass on levy road in
road reserve.  On east
side of cypress trees in
decline. Not replace like

with like.

Higher density housing
forms in previous

subdivisions within
Bannockburn have not
been in high demand -
though this may evolve
over the development

timeline of the precinct.

The areterial alignment
should connect to

Shelford road at the
existing Old Base Road

intersection. This will
avoid the issues of
interface to the F&F

reserve

Social/affordable
housing, community

housing providers may

higher density housing
forms that the market

may not provide.

PSP should
incorporate

Bannockburn
IWM Plan

DoT says it's up to Council
to decide the role and

function of the east-west
arterial, Council says it's not
up to them. Who is going to

critical in order to progress
the planning for the PSP.

Proposed emergency
services precincnt

needs to be narer to
Charlton Road/Levy

Road to be more
central to the whole

town

goals for the
precinct in terms of

higher density
housing vs.

retaining rural
character?

Bannockburn should be
offering a different

product than what is
being provided in the
north and west growth

areas of Geelong. A
target for dwelling

density might be 17-18
dwellings/ha.

Horse
paddocks

Tree protected under clause 52.17,
when incorporating into open

space, be mindful of having them
set on a boundary, where a

private lot could impact on the
tree protection zone.

Parks should enjoy a
frontage condition
from surrounding

houses. No back or
side fences onto

parks. Frontage can
be achieved in
various ways.

Development sequencing is
likely to begin with

development from the north
surrounding Charlton/Levy

Road utilising current utilities,
with a secondary growth front

likely to form around the
midpoint of Burnside Road

when sewer pump services are
provided.

To maintain a high level of
surveillance in laneways, consider
introducing one or two 12m wide

lots to incorporate a double garage
connected to the main house, and
separate single garage for a studio
unit constructed above the three

garages. Access to the studio unit
is from the laneway. This form of

affordable housing enables
essential workers to live locally.

grid of streets with
street blocks

oriented mainly
north-south,

providing good solar
access to east-west

oriented lots.

Use of natural
materials in the public

buildings i.e. stone
and timber and where

applicable design
guidelines

Activity centre may be
more appropriately
located at corner of
Burnside Road and
east-west arterial.
Would allow better
transport access.

Intentions
with low
retention

trees?

What is the form
and function of the
community spine
proposal.  What

does this look like
and who pays?

Need the data that

to inform many of
the questions and
propositions put

forward.

Public transport via
rail needs to be

advocated and kept
on the radar

Consideration to a mixture of
perimeter roads and shared

path doubling as a CFA access
track linking the perimeter

interfaces to be given.  This
provides for a combination of
functionality and mixture of

character.  One size does not

Primary schools
should be co-
located with

kinders, located on
connector roads
but not arterial

roads.

Waste
collection is
limited with

narrow
frontages

Density in
laneway

networks and
“mews” type

structures

Future subdivision

streets with street
blocks oriented mainly
north-south, providing
good solar access to

east-west oriented lots.

Retain trees
and

surrounding
landscape

This Plan should
identify roads that are

interface, which is
currently sitting in the

Rural Context and
Character Map 

Current number
and location of

proposed bridges
and their costs

need to be
optimised

Town centre should
be moved to south-

west corner of
Burnside Road and
east-west arterial.

MACS: Shift the Catholic primary school to
accommodate an Early Learning Centre from the
location currently shown in the south-east of the
PSP to the west/north-west to provide a more
central location for the Catholic school catchment

Bannockburn Growth Area. A school is a sensitive
use. Avoid proximity to chicken hatchery,

potentially contaminated land. Also preference is
to be located outside ESO areas and Aboriginal
heritage areas and co-located with a POS area
that can be used for active recreation. Steering
away from town centres and periphery of town
centres/activity centres due to cost of land

Move the school
and active open

space east of
Burnside Road to
avoid vacuum of

activity.

Good
landscaping

and
streetscapes

Good
landscaping
on private

lots

MACS: VPA to
consider willingness

of landowner to
accommodate a

Catholic school on
their land before

designation is placed
on the PSP.

Water sensitive urban
design not repeating

other PSP Geelong west
of Melbourne. Linking to
Bruces creek and how

can link together.
Support open spaces.

Residential density
targets should

match Bannockburn
character (i.e. lower

than PSP
guidelines)

Retaining as many
existing trees as

possible to protect
'windswept plains'

impacted trees

Support install smart
water meters. Existing
300mm Milton Street

support the community
with potable water in

the area.

of a potential second
state primary school is

the precinct won't need

allow for this.

Natives
rather than

cypress tress

Following
Ecological

Vegetation Classes
for what indigenous

trees are
appropriate to the

area

Schools proximate to
activity centre (but

not necessary
adjacent) to support

cross-visitation

Wherever possible
retain existing planted

windbreaks. Where
these are diseased

replace with
appropriate species.

Target on 30%
number of sugar
gums if healthy
retain. Provides

shade.

Retain low and moderate
retention trees where

their amenity, character
and tree cover values

balance with tree health
and risk. e.g. line of

cypresses on Burnside
road.

From Urban design consultant: Street trees should
preferably be deciduous with an early drop of

leaves to reduce the power required for heating
and cooling houses.

b. Trees to be non-fruiting, but may produce

c. For public safety reasons species to be non-
allergic and not in the habit of dropping boughs or

producing fruit.
d. Trees to be “architectural” and regular in their

form.
e. Street trees to produce deep shade in summer

f. Mature trees to have clear trunks to 2.0m to
maintain visibility at pedestrian level.

g. Trees to have non-invasive root systems.
h. Trees to have an urban scale, growing up to two

or three storeys in height.

Will need to have further
discussions on the location of
the ES facility as it has a high
dependence on the existence

and alignment of the e/w
distributor as this site will

service the western side of
the framework plan

DELWP - support retaining
sugar gums (non native to area)
where possible, in open space,

streets and private lots.

consideration of
deciduous trees as

well as natives. 

Early designation of
land for the

Catholic school
should be worked

through with
landowners.

Bruces Creek Reserve to
have a perimeter road
along the escarpment

(no houses backed into
the reserve) for amenity,

prevention outcomes

There needs to be
opportunity to access the

Midland Highway from this
site to relieve pressure

Deviation and Fyansford in
Geelong

P-12 combined
schools are not

generally supported,
but co-location of

primary and
secondary schools
can be considered.

Road and
footpaths should

protect sightline to
creek to maintain

character

Trucks out
of town
centre

ASR appears to have

infrastructure
requirements. We have to

remain aware of DCP
implications in the context
of likely lower residential

densities.

The issue with over supply of
school land is that if they are
not required they create a big

whole in the urban area and it is

back to residential

consideration apply to street trees
and the 30% coverage in a highly

environment? 30% woodland

natural bushland systems and not

township areas. 

Maintenance
access

required to
Bruce’s creek

30m buffer
along Bruce’s

Creek is to large
to utilise views.

Is it an urban
precinct or a

rural precinct –
the latter should
be 2ha lots min.

 State and Catholic primary schools
being located side by side is not

implications of this causes a lot of
congestion. There could be

potential for broader co-location i.e.
generally nearby but separation by

recreation uses, dependent on
ability of transport network to cater

to this.

retaining current established
trees, including sugar gums
and remnant Yellow Gums

(Endangered) into roadsides,
open space reserves etc rather
than planting non-native trees
that will take time to grow and
be useful as shade, amenity

Crossovers to be
determined

before planting to
reduce the need
to remove street

trees

Sustainable
guidelines
for solar
access.

What buffer needs to
be applied to the

Wedge Tailed Eagle
nest on Bruces Creek.

Seek advice from
DELWP/ avifauna

experts.

Neighborhood
batteries.

Potential start/
end point for

cycling/walking
trail

creating linkages
between Bruce's

creek and
Bannockburn rec
reserve (west) to
facilitate wildlife

movement

There is no formal
position on exact

separation distance for
schools from

transmission easement
at this point - this is

under review.

developer experience -
was better to plant

trees after homes built,
as the builders often
destroy the saplings.

informing residents of natural
values of the area, including what

wildlife occurs and what plants
are important to plant for food,

habitat. this includes raising
awareness of Grassland habitats.

In previous developments
residents have not understood

the importance  of these areas or
their management

Delivery of recreation
reserves adjacent to

transmission easement is
possible. Will need to be
determined based on co-
location with schools, and

how this interplays with
separation distance to

easement.

Trees and road
widths 25m or
18m to amend
the services.

3 developers - therefore great
opportunities to coordinate an

agreed masterplanned
approach, i,e design guidelines

Guidelines to
have a

coordinate
approach of

trees and
services.

need for
community

behaviour and
education. need for

respect and
importance of

trees.

There is a need for
DOT buy in and

ownership of public
transport and the

arterial
requirements

Incorporation of
WSUD techniques
that can support
open spaces and

reserves

Green open
space with bike/

foot path to
connect precinct

and creek

There is possibility
of a pool/swimming

centre to be
provided 

considering scale of
growth.

Community
battery or

community
power in

transmission
easement

Transmission
Easement:
Bike path,

active open
space.

Transmission
Easement:
community

battery.
Energy infra

Setback
requirements
to allow for

trees.

Transmission
Easement:
wetlands,
drainage
basins.

Clay from
worksites can

be used to
make mounds

ensuring residents and
potential new residents

risk in the area, and what
management (e.g

planned burns) would be
required in the area

PSP guideline dwelling
density targets may not

be relevant to
Bannockburn - need to
consider that this is a

rural area not an urban

Fire resistant
tree species

risk areas

Active transport in
the precinct seems

well catered for
and connects to

existing
Bannockburn

Electric
vehicle

charging
infrastructure

MACS: Collocation of
schools side by side has

congestion separation
with recreation oval an
option to address issue

The remnants of the dry stone
fence at 430 Burnside Rd is

unrecognisable as a fence, it's
mostly been removed and what
little remains of it has collapsed
and been pushed into a pile. A
better outcome would be to re-

purpose the rocks as a feature on
the estate in a location that better

services it.  

The house on Netherby has
major structure issues and its

present condition makes it
unsalvageable. It does not hold

compared to other key
landmarks in Bannockburn such
as the old bluestone lock-up or

the old Sumerset Hotel.

Offering a mix of varying lot sizes
caters to a wider and diverse

demographic as not everyone that
moves out here wants a block large

enough to put an external shed or an
unsightly shipping container in the

backyard.

Retaining cypress' whether healthy or
decaying will eventually lead to an ugly

precinct. The cypress pines to the North of
Burnside Road in Glenavon estate are well
on there way to decay and will be a mess
for residents to clean up once they pose a

risk to public safety accessing the footpath. 
This mistake should not be repeated in this

precinct.

The proposed rural landscape interface is not really an issue
given the properties to the south don't share a boundary

fence with farming land to the south due to the  railway and
associated easement in between them. In sections to the
south west this varies from 42 meters to as much as 105
meters between the developable properties and nearest

farm land boundary to the south. 

Also I think there is an opportunity for a multipurpose
walking/bike/emergency services track that avoids

duplication of roads and trails around the west, south, and
east of the precinct.

As this precinct does not abut or
is in close proximity to bushland

or forest reserve I'm not sure why
a wildlife corridor outside of the

creek is being considered. Bruces
Creek corridor seems the most
plausible consideration when it
comes to the preservation for
wildlife movement in the area.

Street trees need to be drought tollerant in the

trees on nature strips/verge which drop
excessive debris, such as sheoaks.

Existing trees with a high retention value
should be assessed on a case by case basis.

Public safety should be carefully considered in
the assessment.

Where there are clusters of high retention trees
look to incorporate some of these into local

parks, drainage reserves where it makes
practical sense. 

Rainwater tanks to be
installed as part of a house/
building makes sense from

a sustainability point of
view which could be used
to water house gardens/

nature strips.

 30m setback is excessive.
Should be consistent with other

developments along Bruces
Creek, i.e. Somerset estate.

Such a wide setback will
compromise the view being so
far back and require on-going

mowing and maintenance
which is already a challenge for

council along Bruces Creek.

The proposed off-road active
transport link along Bruce's Creek

should be wide enough so that it can
accommodate emergency service

vehicles, similar to the walking/bike
riding track/link below Sumerset
estate. Duplication of roads and

tracks should be avoided given such

ongoing future development within
the growth boundary.  

Having higher density
targets while maintaining

rural character can co-exist.
Urban planning and

architecture have come a
long way in recent years to
integrate these themes.     

The last thing anyone
wants too see is a

cooker cutter
development where one

consider multiple 
demographic groups and

what they require.

I think there is an opportunity for
multipurpose walking/bike/

emergency services track that
avoids duplication of roads and

trails around the west, south, and
east of the precinct. Multiple

tracks/trails means more
maintenance for council to
provide for and manage.

Passive street tree
watering should be
encouraged where
practicable, but not

mandated in 100% of
cases.

Consider having footpath
along only one side of local
roads, increases permeable
area within road reserve by

9%, reduces heat island effect,
allows more space for street
trees and retains more of the

rural character, whilst still
maintaining a high level of

accessible access.

Support tree cover in the developed
case, however retention of the tree

rows (cypress and sugar gum) is
generally not supported  due to

existing poor and or declining health
(Cypress canker) and the implications

of 'straight rows' retention has on
precinct layout.  Better to start again
in most cases with appropriate tree

species and locations.

Are some of the proposed
community assets e.g.

library best situated in the
PSP area, or is a

contribution to new or
upgraded assets in the

existing town centre more
appropriate

Ensure the cost of
delivery (DCP

rates0 are
considered before

proposed assets

Concept of regional scale
stormwater reclamation is

interesting, however funding
source needs to be

investigated.  Unreasonable to
lump cost on new home

owners in this precinct for a
asset that assists the entire

region. 

Higher density and
rural character should

not be viewed as
mutually exclusive,

you can achieve both
with smart urban

design  

Don't agree with
the size of the

ecological areas at 
NW and SW

corners at 430
Burnside Rd 


